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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No: _______________________ 

C.U.SHAH UNIVERSITY 
Summer Examination-2018 

 

Subject Name: Compulsory English 
 

Subject Code: 4AH04COE1               Branch: B.A. (All)  

    

Semester: 4        Date: 24/04/2018   Time: 10:30 To 01:30          Marks: 70 

 

Instructions: 

1. All questions carry equal marks. 

2. Q1 is compulsory 

            3. Attempt any 4 out of Q NO. 2 to 8 

 
Q-1 (A) Each of the following questions has four options. Choose the most appropriate 

options from the given and write answer of it. 

(14)  

 1.  ‘All My Sons’ is a ___________tragedy. 

a) Aristotelian           b) Modern                  c) Old               d) Shakespearean 

 

 2.  There are _____________ acts in ‘All My Sons’ play. 

a) one                         b) two                        c) three              d) four 

 

 3.  Who has written a drama ‘All My Sons’? 

a) Arthur Robert        b) Arthur Miller        c) Rock Arthur    d) Arthur Williams 

 

 4.  The opposite word of ‘moral’ is ________________. 

a) Morality                b) less moral              c) immoral         d) unmoral 

 

 5.  The synonym of the word ‘overlook’ is ______________. 

a) To look forward     b) ignore                   c) look back      d) imagine 

 

 6.  The wall clock is set _____ the wooden photo frame. 

a) on                          b) in                            c) above            d) over 

 

 7.  What is the time _____ your watch? 

a) In                            b) on                              c) from                d) by 

 

 8.  To describe the actions which are going on in near coming time, we use _____ 

tense. 

a) Continuous Future Tense                     b) Present Progressive Tense 

c) Continuous Past Tense                         d) Present Perfect Continuous Tense 

 

 9.  Who is the mother of Larry in All My Sons?  
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a) Ann                    b) Kate                     c) Chris                d) Georgia 

 10.  Which of the following is a correct spelling? 

a) Principal             b) Principle                 c) a & b                   d) None 

 

 11.  Did + S + ________ ? 

a) V                        b) Ven                            c) Ved                     d) Vs 

 

 12.  I am not copying this letter. Which of the following is correct passive voice of the 

sentence? 

a) This letter is not copied by me. 

b) This letter is not being copied by me. 

c) This letter is not being copied by I. 

d) This letter are not being copied by I. 

 

 13.  The ___________ letter will have specific layout and structure. 

a) Business           b) Informal               c) Invitation          d) a & b        

 

 14.  ‘Sincerely yours’ is considered as __________ element of a letter. 

a) Subject Line     b) Heading               c) Complementary close   d) enclosure  

 

    

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 

 

Q-2  Evaluate All My Sons as a tragedy of contemporary era. (14) 

    

Q-3  Imagine that you are recently elected as a Chief Officer of Surendranagar 

Nagarpalika. Write about your future plans that you wish to make changes in your 

town in coming three years. 

(14) 

    

Q-4 (A) You are an assistant teacher of a Primary School in a Village of your district. You 

wish to go on ten days religious tour during February. Draft an appropriate leave 

report you would like to send to the DEO of your district. 

(07) 

    

Q-4 (B) Write at least TEN sentences on what you do during the whole week. And which 

day do you find the busiest day for you. 

(07) 

    

Q-5  Write short notes on: 

a) Relation between Chris and Ann  

b) Impact of the Ending of the play All My Sons 

(14) 
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Q-6 (A) Write a dialogue that takes place between a manager of the hotel and customer 

regarding a booking of a room for in hotel for 3 days. (Minimum TEN dialogues) 

(07) 

    

Q-6 (B) Write a note on minor characters of the play All My Sons. (07) 

    

Q-7 (A) Write a letter to your friend to invite her to attend a Ring Ceremony of Your cousin 

at your home. 

(07) 

    

Q-7 (B) Using appropriate tense, translate the following sentences into English: 

 

૧. આળતા મહીને હ ું જમમની જઈ. 

૨. મારો ભાઈ ગઈકા ેફિલ્મ જોળા ગયો હતો. 

૩. અત્યારે હ ું ગીત ગાઉં છું. 

૪. જ્યારે તમે મારા ઘેર આવ્યા ત્યારે પપ્પા છાપ ું ળાુંચતા હતા. 

૫. રાગગની રોજ સળારે જજમ માું જાય છે.  

6. તમે અહી બેસો. સાહબે હમણા જ આળે. 

૭. આ જગ્યા પાફકિંગ માટેન ું સ્થલ છે? 

(07) 

    

Q-8  (A) Write a meaningful story from the given points and give a suitable title to it. 

Points:  Forest – Two close friends – Rabbit lives near the pond – tortoise lives in 

pond – one day decides to keep race of running – both agree to participate in race – 

other animals are spectators – rabbit speedily runs – tortoise moves slowly – in mid 

of a way rabbit rests – sleeps – tortoise crosses the winning line – tortoise wins -  

moral of the story. 

(07) 

    

Q-8 (B) Write a paragraph in about 75 words on ‘If I would be a chief minister of my state..’ (07) 

    

 
 


